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DEPOPULATION IN THE AEGEAN ISLANDS
AND THE TURKISH CONQUEST.

§ i .—THE ISOLARW OF ANTONIO DI MILLO.

ANTONIO DI MlLLO is the author of an Isolario of which several
copies have come down to us. Of these, two dated respectively (A) 1587
and (B) 1591 are preserved in the British Museum1 and a third (C) of
1590 in the Marciana at Venice.2 Two other copies, cited by Uzielli as
existing at the Paris Bibliotheque Nationale,3 and the Biblioteca Municipale
at Venice,4 seem to be no longer known at the libraries in question.

The greater part of the text of the work consists of practical directions
for navigators and traders, including generally a note on the population,
and occasionally on the staple products of the island under discussion.
The rare notes on local history are, as will be seen, of some value. The
text of the three copies shews considerable variations, many notes being
peculiar to each. The B.M. (A) and Marciana copies seem to be auto-
graph : in the B.M. (B) this is true only of the maps.

The author is mentioned as Antonius Meliensis by Leunclavius, who
met him acting as pilot on a ship returning from Constantinople in 1585 :5

this shows that he was actively engaged in his profession shortly before the
1 Jtilius, E. ii. and Add. 10,365 respectively : see B.S.A. xiii. 199, xiv. 340 f.
2 Coil. Ital. iv. 2 ; Frati, Catal. ii. 4, where also bibliography : see further Delos, Cartographic,

p. 17.
3 G. Uzielli, Mappa Mundi, Carte Nautiche, Portolani, 2 ed. 1882, No. 369.
4 Ibid. No. 374. There are also by the same author (1) an Arte del Navicar, '59° (Marciana,

MS. cit.), 1591 (B.M. Add. 10,365) ; (2) an Atlante of 1584 (Rome, Bibl. Vitt. Emm.); and (3) a
Mappa Mundi of 1582 (B.M. Add. 27,470) in colours, from which we reproduce the Aegean section
(Fig- 1).

6 Lib. Sing. § 24. His periphis of the coast from Constantinople to the Dardanelles is given
ibid. § 86.
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first compilation of his Isolario and the note in (C) on Patmos shews that he
was quite up to date in 1590. Millo is said by Leunclavius to have been a
native of Melos and Greek by parentage. Melians had an established
reputation as skilful and experienced pilots for several centuries,1 and
our author describes himself in (A) as armiralgio di Candia [del

F I G . 1.—LEVANT SECTION OF Mappa Mundi BV ANTONIO DI M I L L O (1582). (ADD. MS.

27,470.)

Zante in (C)), i.e. a permanent pilot with some petty officer's functions
in the Venetian service.2 He would thus be in a good position to

1 Cf. J. Struys, Voyage (London, 1684), p. II ; Tournefort's descriptions of Melos and Ios ;
W. Turner, Tour, i. 30; Leake, N. Greece, iii. 78. The celebrated pirate Capsi was a Melian
pilot (Sauger, Hist, ties Dtics, 319).

2 Cf. C. Cippico (in Sathas, Mon. Hist. Hell. vii. 26): ' l'officio di questo e di guidar l'armata,
render ragione a'marinari e gastigarli per delitti leggiere.' The MS. (B) was a presentation copy
to Millo's patron, Zuane Bembo, and bears his arms. The Mappa Mundi has : party per pale, to
dexter, or, three bendlets az. ; to sinister, az. three stars, two and one, or ; a chief of the Empire.
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collect at first hand reliable information as to the state of the islands in
his day.1

§ 2.—THE ISOLARIO OF FRANCESCO LUPAZZOLO.

The Isolario of Francesco Lupazzolo ' Chiensis ' 2 (as he signs himself)
is dated 1638. From the contents it appears that the author visited
certain islands, e.g. Paros, in this year and in 1629. 1° M. Giustiniani's
Scio Sacra3 occur two brief quotations referring to Chios from a Relatione
tnandata alia Sacra Congregatione della Propaganda Fide nelV ano 1639

FIG. 2.—LUPAZZOLO'S MAP OF SANTORINI (Lansd. 792).

sopra la Visita dell' Arcipelago by Francesco Luppazolo da Monferrato.
This obviously refers to the journey in 1638 : it is probable that both
journeys were made at the instance of the Propaganda, since the dates
coincide roughly with the establishment of the Jesuits at Naxos (1627) 4

and their mission to Paros (1641).3

1 He is not the only Greek pilot-cartographer known to us. Another is the Cretan Georgios
Sideres, called Calapodes (c. 1560, see Uzielli, loc. cit. 213, 219, 223, 225 ; B.M. Eg. 2856 ; Sathas,
M.H.H. ii. frontispiece ; cf. Galland's Journal, 58, which shews that these maps had a reputation
a hundred years later). A Ioannes Xenodochos of Corfu (1520) is cited by Uzielli (410), as is a
portulan with legends in Greek.

2 B.M. Lansdowne, 792,^". 55-94; see B.S.A. xiii. 200, xiv. 341 ff.
3 pp. 4, 18. * Carayon, Missions du Levant, I I I .
' Ibid. 122. For the great activity of the Jesuits about this time see Roe's Negotiations, 788 ff.
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As to the identity of the writer, it is possible that he was the
Lupizzolo who is mentioned as Venetian Consul at Smyrna by Chard in
in 1670/ Spon in 1676,2 de Burgo in 1680,3 Benetti in 1684,4 and Tournefort
in 1702 :5 the latter states that the consul was then a very venerable old
man 118 years old. The Latin archivist of Chios, M. Pierre Agius, tells me
that the name occurs in the unusually complete registers of the Latin
community there.

Lupazzolo in his turn supplied material for others. His original
descriptions, though less detailed, are closely connected with Thevenot's
accounts of the same islands, for which the latter admits that he drew,
for lack of personal knowledge, mainly on a manuscript source, the author
of which was an old resident in Chios.6 We can trace the connection
between Thevenot and Liipazzolo's Isolario in the descriptions of Andros,7

the villages of Chios, Patmos (?), Paros,8 Delos, Mykonos, Santorini,9

Pholegandros, Melos, Kimolos,10 Siphnos, and Kythnos, nearly all islands
where the Roman Church had interests. It can hardly be doubted that
Thevenot's source was the lost Relatione of Lupazzolo, and that his
descriptions can be regarded as reliable information on the state of
these islands in 1638.11

From the two quotations in Scio Sacra it appears that the Relatione
was more detailed than the Isolario, and we should assume that the official
visit only included such islands as had Latin communities. Now the
form of the Isolario is obviously based on Bordone, who is cited. The
descriptions of the islands^ except those which had Latin communities and
a few adjacent to Chios, are as a rule merely copied from Bordone, and
the latitude and longest day of each is generally added as in the latter.12

1 Voyage (Paris, 1723), I. 16. 2 Voyage (Amst. 1679), i. 234.
3 V*ag§i°t i- 452- 4 Osservazioni, iv. 43.
5 Voyage, Letter X. As Lupazzoio is both da Monferrato and Chiensis, he probably founded

the family at Chios, removing to Smyrna as the trade shifted. „
6 Chapters lxiii, lxv.
7 Not Zea, where Thevenot landed.
8 There are discrepancies between the two accounts, but Thevenot's mention of English

antiquity-hunters on Paros evidently refers (as in the case of Delos) to William Petty, who was
collecting for the Duke of Buckingham in 1624-6 (Roe's Negotiations and Michaelis, Anct. Marbles).

9 With additions.
10 A sack of Kimolos by pirates in 1638, mentioned by Thevenot but not in the Isolario,

betrays its source by the date.
11 Uzielli, who had access to the library of the Propaganda, knows nothing of. the Relation!,

nor does a copy appear to exist in Chios itseif.
12 The islands so treated are Karpathos, Rhodes, Kos, Telos, Skiathos, Thasos, and Skyros.
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The Isolario of Lupazzolo is therefore a composite work based partly on
his own travels and partly on Bordone.

F I G . 3.—LUPAZZOLO'S V I E W OF SMYRNA {C. 1638).

Further, the illustrations, with the exception of the maps, which are
Bordone's with some additions, e.g. in the case of Chios x and Santorini,2

1 Reproduced B.S.A. xiii. 201.
2 Reproduced (Fig. 2) : it resembles that of the ' Smyrna Atlas' {TAera, i. 7), which may be

a later version (after 1655) made by or for the author.
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are derived from another source or sources. Two of them, the ' Historical
Column' with the Turkish figures standing by it, and the Column of
Pompey, can be traced to George Sandys' Travels (1612 etc.);1 the rest
may be from the same source but, the hand being Lupazzolo's, style is
no evidence. The view of Smyrna, probably the earliest known and
archaeologically interesting as shewing the theatre, is here reproduced
(Fig. 3)-

The importance of Ijjjfse two Isolarii lies in the fact that they contain
first-hand accounts of the islands in a little-known and interesting period
of their history, viz. the years following the complete subjugation of the
Archipelago by the Turks and preceding the Cretan War. The state of
the islands as depicted in them compares very favourably with the earlier
accounts of Buondelmonti (1420), Bartolommeo (1485), and Bordone
(1528), and this in spite of the subsequent depredations of Barbarossa,
who in his two campaigns (1537-8) is said to have carried off nearly
20,000 slaves from seven Venetian islands.2 We shall see that the years
about 1570 were responsible for a decided increase in the population of
most islands.

§ 3.—SURVEY OF THE PROSPERITY OF INDIVIDUAL ISLANDS.

We will now review the condition of the islands one by one, checking
Millo's account with others of similar date.

A. The Thracian islands were taken by the Turks in 1456.3

At the conquest many inhabitants were enslaved or turned Turk.4

AISTRA TI ("Ayto? Rvo-Tpd,Tio<; = Halonnesos) was laid waste by
the Turks in I4oo,s and was uninhabited in 1420 (Buondelmonti). An
inscription in a church records a repopulation in 1540,6 and Zygomalas
says it was inhabited in 1577.'

1 Another of Sandys' series (Seraglio Point) is to be found in Covel's folio MS. {Adi/. 22,912,
f. 125), which appears from the text (f. 76) to be the work of 'an Englishman in Sir Paul Pindar's
time,' possibly therefore Sandys himself.

2 Aegina, Paros, Kythnos, Zea, Anaphe, Seriphos, Skiathos, Karpathos. The best account
of the campaigns of Barbarossa is Miller's La/ins, 624 ff.

3 Lemnos finally in 1479 ; the chronology is given in the preface of /. G. Insularum, xiii. 8.
4 Bosio, ii. 195.
5 Fredrich in Ath. Mitt. xxxi. 250, cf. Buondelmonti.
6 Preface to / . G. Ins. and Fredrich, Halonnesus. Bordone, possibly erroneously, speaks of a

small population.
7 Itinerarium, ed. Legrancl, 192 : Z. is a particularly good authority, having held the office of
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IMBROS evidently felt the conquest severely. In 1437 it boasted a
town, five castles, and twenty villages.1 At the conquest it received a
Turkish garrison2 and was still well peopled in 1485.3 In 1577 there
were only five hundred Christian houses,4 and the population was scanty
still in Millo's time. This, as will be seen, is an almost unique instance of
retrogression.

LEMNOS had in 1437 two towns, six castles, and a hundred villages.5

There was a general exodus to Chios, Euboea, and Crete at the conquest.6

Belon, in the middle of the sixteenth century, found Lemnos in a prosperous
state with seventy-five villages.7 It paid 5,000 ducats tribute in 1577,8 and
remained well-to-do till the Cretan war, when it was ruined by the cutting
down of trees during a Venetian occupation.

SAMOTHRACE and THASOS were well (benissimo) populated in
Bordone's time, in spite of the fact that Mohammed II. settled inhabitants
of both islands at Constantinople after the conquest9: the population of
Samothrace had diminished by the end of the century.10

The Northern Sporades.

DROMI was sparsely inhabited ' dapouera giente ' (Millo): it belongs
to the class of small islands which are inhabited only in settled periods. In
1538 it seems to have been deserted.11

LIMNO-PELAGISI is described as uninhabited by Millo: in
Lupazzolo's time it was occupied by fifteen shepherds from Syra.

SKLATHOS was plundered by Barbarossa in 1538, who took 3,800
prisoners.12 It was afterwards completely abandoned,18 but in Millo's time
had again a scanty population.

logothetes at the Patriarchate, in which capacity he sometimes collected ecclesiastical dues in person.
The statements of Carlier de Pinon (Rev. Or. Lat. xii. (1909) 174) and Breuning (Orient. Keyss, 40)
that Aistrati was deserted in 1579 must probably be discounted, and in general, it will be seen,
these authors are not trustworthy.

1 Nfos ']!JX\T|V0|IWJ|M>V, vii. 363 ; apparently from an ecclesiastical source.
2 Van Ghistele, Tvoyage (1485), 348; Millo, (A) doi caslelli abittati da Turchi.
"' Van Ghistele, loc. cit. 4 Zygomalas, loc. cit.
5 Nfos 'EXXijvo|i.Wi|JMov, vii- 363. 6 Critobulus, i. 75.
7 Observations, xxv. 8 Gerlach, Tagebuch, 403.
9 Critobulus, iii. 87. 10 Millo.

11 St. Blancard in Charriere, Nig. de la France, i. 373.
12 Hadji Khalfa {Or. Trans. Fund), 59: 4,000 in Cornaro's Hist. Caiid. B.M. Add. 8,637,

f. 98.
1:1 St. Blancard, toe. cit.
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SKOPELOS was also completely abandoned in r538.1 According to
a later account (1706) of the island it was settled 'about two hundred
years ago' by the chief cook of the Grand Signior.2 But the island seems
to have been inhabited in 1577,3 certainly in Millo's time, who mentions
Albanians there,4 so that the colonization probably fell within the usual
period.

SKYROS was in a bad state before the invasion of Barbarossa (1538)
owing to Venetian misgovernment, and two hundred inhabitants had
migrated to the Turkish mainland.5 It escaped lightly from Barbarossa
with a tribute of 2,000 ducats,6 and in Millo's time had a considerable
population (benissimo abitata). Zygomalas in 1577 assesses the population
of the three islands, Skiathos, Skopelos, and Skyros, at 2,000 families,
shewing that they had to a great extent recovered.7

The Cyclades.

The state of the Cyclades as a whole at the end of the Frankish period
is comparatively well known from Venetian and other western sources, and
is fully set forth in one of the most interesting chapters of Miller's
Latins in the Levant. They seem to have reached their lowest ebb just
before the conquest. A Venetian report of 1563 goes so far as to say that
of the sixteen islands belonging to the Duchy of Naxos only five (Naxos,
Santorini, Melos, Syra. and Paros) were inhabited, and Melos alone was in
anything like a flourishing state.8 Though this can hardly be taken quite
literally, it is clear that in islands paying tribute as well as local dues9 and
without garrisons or militia organizations, taxation and piracy made life all
but impossible.

The next more or less complete view of the Cyclades is that of Crusius,
derived from a Santoriniote informant of 1577-10 The picture is surprisingly
reassuring, implying that of the minor islands Ios, Seriphos, Mykonos,

1 Ibid.
2 Braconnier in Aime-Martin, Lettres JSdif. et Curieuses, i. 81, quoted B.S.A. xv. 226.
3 Zygomalas. 4 MS. (A).
5 Lamansky, Secrets de I'Etat de Venise, [04]. 6 Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 99.
7 Loc. cit. Porcacchi (ed. of 1572), Carlier (173), and Breuning (4c) speak of Skyros as

uninhabited in 1579, but Zygomalas is the better authority. Bordone speaks of a small population.
8 Lamansky, Secrets, 654. This would imply the desertion of Mykonos, (Delos), Gyaros,

Kimolos, Kythnos, Seriphos, Pholegandros, Antiparos, Astypalaea, Amorgos, Anaphe.
9 This had been the case since Barbarossa's campaigns.

10 Turcograecia, 207. The definite statement of Millo about the depopulation and settlement
of Ios goes far to justify the discrepancy between the accounts of 1563 and 1577.
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Astypalaea, Amorgos, and Anaphe were then inhabited and roughly
fortified. It is thus evident that the Turkish conquest in 1 566 here caused
an immediate improvement, which we shall see is true also of the islands as
a whole. We turn now to the several islands of the group.

AMORGOS was well-to-do in 1485,1 and 1528 (Bordone). At
Barbarossa's coming, however, we are told that the inhabitants fled to
Crete,2 and from the Venetian report (1563)3 it appears to have remained
desert till (at latest) 1579.4 Millo concurs, saying that there were in his
time a population and three castles. There is thus no record of a popu-
lation between 1537 and 1579. Sauger's description of the inhabitants
suggests that they were (Albanian ?) immigrants.5

ANAPHE: 600 prisoners were taken by Barbarossa in 1537,6

and desertion is implied in 1563; Crusius first mentions a population,
in which he is followed by Millo.

ANDROS suffered from at least two serious attacks by the Turks,
in 146S and 1470.7 Bordone describes it as quasi deserta in 1528. It was
put to tribute by Barbarossa,8 and there is evidence of Albanian
colonization. Zygomalas9 assesses the population at 2000 families in
1577, Millo states merely that the island was inhabited; Lupazzolo first
mentions the existing Albanian villages among sixty others.10

ANTIPAROS was deserted after Barbarossa's raid,11 and was in
Millo's time uninhabited. It seems to have been settled from Paros,
as the dialect of the two islands is identical.12

CEOS (see ZEA).

10S (Nio) had been deserted between 1558) when the entire popu-
lation was carried off by corsairs, and 1575, when it was settled by
poor Albanians.13 The population numbered three hundred in 1638.14

1 Van Ghistele, 352, cf. de Caumont (1418) and Buondelmonti. Guylforde (60) says it was
deserted in 1506.

2 Cornaro, Hist. Cand. B.M. Add. 8,637, f. 95.
3 Above, p. 158. 4 Crusius.
5 Hist, des dues, p. 199. 6 Cornaro, loc. cit. !. 95. u.
7 Stefano Magno in Hopf, Chron. G.-Ji. 205, 207.
8 Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 100 ; Miller, 624.
9 p. 190 : the Venelians carried off 300 slaves in 1570 (Paruta, Guerra di Citro, 46).

10 For the Albanian colonies see B.S.A. xv. 223.
11 Millo (B). 12 From Mr. A. J. B. Wace.
13 Millo : cf. B.S.A. xv. 225. 14 Lupazzolo.
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KIMOLOS (Argentiera): Carlier (a bad source) says the island
was uninhabited in 1579.1 The date 1592 occurs on a church,2 and
Shirley in 1603 describes it as sparsely inhabited.3 The castle was
burnt by pirates in 1638,4 and re-erected in 1648,5 the building being
traditionally ascribed to Siphnian fugitives.6 The proximity of Melos,
which was continuously inhabited and relatively prosperous, makes it a
natural refuge for the Kimolians, and the depopulation of Kimolos may
probably be regarded as temporary.

KYTHNOS (Thermia) is described by Millo as abandoned per
molto tempo {i.e. since Barbarossa ?)7 and recently colonized by Albanians.
In Buondelmonti's time it had been raided and resettled, but van Ghistele
(1485) describes it as uninhabited ; 8 on the other hand, Bordone says it
was well populated in 1528. Thevet concurs with Millo that it had a
population about 1585.9 There is a local tradition of a period of desola-
tion,10 which we may probably assign to the years 1538-72 on the analogy
of other islands. Lupazzolo assesses the population at 2,200.

MELOS, with its fine harbour and seafaring population, retained its
prosperity till the eighteenth century in spite of Turkish raids.11 Lupazzolo
assesses the population in 1638 at 2,500.

M YKONOS, described by Bordone as ' formerly well inhabited,'
appears to have been ruined by Barbarossa; some few of the inhabitants
fled to Tenos at his coming, but most were taken.12 In Millo's time it was
but sparsely inhabited ; the prosperity of the island dates from the
Cretan war, when it flourished and grew rich as a pirates' port.18

NAXOS, ' quasi deserta ' in Bordone, is inhabited in Millo, Lupazzolo
giving 6,700 (700 Latins) as the population in 1638.

1 Rev. Or. Lat. xii. 166. 2 Meliarakes, K(|iwXos, 24.
3 B.S.A. xiii. 346.
1 Thevenot, i. 343 : the source is probably Lupazzolo's Relatione, to which may be referred the

population (200) given by Thevenot.
s It is dated by an inscription, Meliarakes, loc. cit. " Sonnini, ii. 25.
7 Cf. Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 94. 8 Tvoyage, 352.
» Insulaire, f. 126. 10 Ballendas, ' l o r . Kv0vou, 61.

11 Raids are mentioned in 1470 (U. Bruenner, in Z. D. Paldstina Vereins, 1906, 49); 1503
(Rel. di A. Gritli in Alberi, I. 14), when the borgo was plundered and 160 slaves carried off by
Caradromi; 1506 when the borgo was sacked by Kamal (Sir R. Guylforde, p. 62).

12 Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 94 v. (1537); the remnant of the population was carried off next year
(Miller, Eng. Hist. Rev. xxii. 305).

13 Cf. Randolph, Archipelago, 14.
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PAROS, though belonging to the duchy of Naxos, resisted Barbarossa
i n 1537, and 6,000 prisoners were taken.1 Millo describes it as well
inhabited, and the subsequent population-statistics—8,000 in Lupazzolo,
15,000 in Carayon 2—shew that it had recovered. This is probably due to
colonization ; the theory is borne out by language, as the Parians, alone of
the Cycladic populations, speak a North Greek dialect.3

PHOLEGAN DROS was uninhabited in Buondelmonti's time.
Lupazzolo says it was per il tempo passato disabitata? implying that
there was a population in 1638. It seems to be the island attacked
unsuccessfully by Sir Thomas Shirley in i6o3.s A MS. source, not
contemporary, affirms that it was colonized by Siphnians and Cretans in
I577-6

SANTORINI suffered severely from earthquakes and pirates in the
fifteenth century, the population dropping7 in 1470 to 300.8 In 1479
upwards of forty destitute families took refuge in Crete,9 and in 1521 a
German pilgrim speaks of it as so ravaged by Turks as to be deserted.10

Crusius represents it as recovered in 1579.11 For the earthquakes 1457-
1637, see the Appendix below.

SERIPHOS, uninhabited in 1418,12 was sparsely peopled in 1528,13 but
Barbarossa carried off about 1,000 captives in 1537.14 It was but a poor
place in Millo's time.

For SIK1N0S records are deficient. In 1418 (de Caumont) and 1420
it was desert, and Carlier says the same of it in 1579 ; Bordone that it was
'formerly well inhabited.' It is not in Crusius' list.

I Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 93. 2 Relations Inidites, 126.
3 I owe this information to Mr. A. J. B. Wace.
4 So Carlier, 166.
6 B.S.A. xv. 345. Cf. the account of the attack on the (unnamed) island in Nixon's pamphlet

and the description of Pholegandros in Thevet and Tournefort.
6 ACXTCOV TTJS 'I<TT. 'Eraiptias, ii. 516.
7 De Caumont describes it as populous in 1418.
8 Hopf, V.-B. Anal. 41, quoting Rizzardo, Presa di Negroponte, 24.
9 Noiret, Documents, 545 : —familie xl circiter ex Mis que ab insula Sla Herinis discesserunt

txlrema calamitate et miseria.
10 Rbhricht and Meissner, Deutsche Pilgerreisen, 369.
II A castle and villages, Turcograecia, 207. The castle of S. Nicolas was taken by Barbary

pirates in 1577 and the inhabitants carried off {ibul.).
12 De Caumont. 13 Bordone.
14 Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 100 ; but cf. Hadji Khalfa and Hammer-Hellert, vi. 295.

M
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SIPHNOS. Notices of this island are conflicting. The pilgrim
Tschudy says it was inhabited in 1519,1 Bordone molto male habitata in
1528. It paid a tribute of 300 ducats to Barbarossa in 1538 ; Millo (A)
describes it as habbittatta con bonissima fortteza? while Shirley (i6o3)s

and Lithgow (1609)4 concur in calling it uninhabited. Lupazzolo gives it
a meagre population of 300, yet it was made an archbishopric in 1648.5

SYRA seems to have been inhabited throughout, though it was
sacked and 300 prisoners taken in 16166 probably in revenge for a real or
imaginary Latin intrigue. Lupazzolo gives its population (all Latins)
at 3,000.

TENOS (benissimo habitata, M.) remained Venetian till 1714 and was
continuously prosperous7 though frequently harassed by the Turks.8

Zygomalas reckons the population (probably excluding Latins) at 2,000
families.9 In Lupazzolo's time the inhabitants were driven to emigrate
owing to overpopulation.

ZEA was attacked by Barbarossa in 1537 and 2,000 prisoners taken.1"
It seems to have been colonized by Albanians in the 16th century,11 and
was certainly inhabited as early as 1577.12

Islands of Greek Coast.

AEGINA was devastated by Barbarossa in 1537, who carried off
5,000 prisoners.13 St. Blancard next year found it deserted.1* Carlier15 and
Breuning 16 found it well inhabited in 1579, and it is represented as inhabited
by Thevet.17 The population is partly Albanian.18

1 Reyss, p. 76.
2 Crusius also speaks of ' a castle and villages,' Turcogratcia, 209.
3 B.S.A. xiii. 346. * Adventures, 84.
5 Gedeon, Xpov. roil Ilaxp. O(KOV, 159. This may have been a counter-stroke to some Latin

intrigue.
6 Carayon, 134; cf. Lupazzolo, f. 70, Lequien, iii. 866.
7 Cf. Miller, Lathis, 630 ; it had 9,000 inhabitants in 1563.
8 E.g. in 1538 (Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 99), 1570 and 1572 (Tournefort, cf. Faruta, Guerra di

Cipro.w). » p. 191.
10 Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 94 (2,000 from Thermia and Zea) : Hadji Khalfa (Eng. tr. p. 58) says

1,200. n B.S.A. xv. 226.
12 Zygomalas, 191 {T(id, as in Act. et Diplom. vi. 227).
13 Cornaro, MS. cit. f. 92 v. ; Sagredo, 355 ; Paruta, 437 ; Miller, Latins, 507.

. •. ] t Charriere, Nig. de la Fiance, i. 372.
13 p. 169 (assez grand nombre d'habitans).
16 P- 3°- n Lnsulaire.
18 Finlay, Hist, of Greece, v. 69, vi. 28
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CERIGOTTO, settled by the Venetians for a few years in the
fifteenth century, seems to have been abandoned throughout our period.

HYDRA is said locally to have been settled first in 1580.1

S PETS A : the first mention of the island seems to be in Thevet's
lnsulaire (1586)2: all previous Isolarii ignore both islands, which are
purely Albanian.

The Southern Sporades.

Of the Southern Sporades the six Rhodian islands—Kos, Kalymnos,
Chalke, Leros, Nisyros, Telos—were taken over after the fall of Rhodes, in
some cases slightly earlier,3 by the Turks. Astypalaea, which belonged to
the Quirini,4 and Karpathos, a possession of the Cornari,5 were taken by
Barbarossa. Down to the fall of Rhodes the outlying islands had suffered
much from Turkish and other pirates. The year 1457 was especially
disastrous : a note in a Patmian MS. tells us that in this year Turkish
incursions completely desolated many islands (mare ipTjfuoOfjvai rekeov
77-oWa? e'f avrlav), there was plague in Rhodes, Crete and Kos (1500 deaths
in the latter),6 Nisyros and Kalymnos were completely blotted out
(TTavTeXa><; e<JM,via-0rjcrav) by pirates,7 and the castles of Neranzia and
Peripatos in Kos burnt by the Turkish fleet.8

Later, in 1460, Kos, Leros, and Kalymnos were again sacked,9 and in
the following year it was proposed to abandon the two former islands.10

Kos was ravaged again in 1464,11 and in 1471 many inhabitants of Nisyros
and Kos sought refuge in Rhodes.12 Telos was besieged in 1479,13 Telos
and Syme in 1485,14 and Leros in 1502 and 1506.15

After the conquest the lesser islands (i.e. all but Rhodes and Kos,

1 Miaoules, ' lo r . "YSpas, 36 : cf. Thevet, lnsulaire, f. 98. 2 f. 169.
s Cf. Fontana, de Bell. Rhod. ii. ; de Opfug. Khod. 158 (Telos and Chalke): see also Syme.
4 Hopf, V.-B. Anal. pp. 97 ff.
5 Cornaro {MS. ci(. f. 119).
6 Plague has always been a frequent visitor in these islands on account of the connection with

Egypt.
7 Bosio adds Leros to the list of ravaged islands, and mentions an attack on Syme in the same

year (ii. 195-6).
8 N4os 'EXXi|vo|iW||Mi>v, vii. 162 (135). This seems to be the date when depopulation set in

all over the islands.
9 Bosio, ii. 210. 10 Ibid. 213. " Ibid. 226.

12 Ibid. 258. " Ibid. 319. " Ibid. 399.
15 Ibid. 484, 487. In spite of this devastation all the six islands seern to have retained their

population : cf. F. Suriano, Trattato di Terra Sancta, 244, 246.

M 2
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which were garrisoned) were granted special privileges and a large measure
of self-government, their revenues being affected to Suleiman's foundations
in Rhodes. The oldest firman mentioning the twelve islands which has
come down to us is of Osman III. (1755),1 but it may be regarded as
certain that the beginnings of the arrangement date from Suleiman.

ASTYPALAEA is described by Millo as inhabited da pouera giente
and by Lupazzolo as mediocramente habitata. The island appears to have
been twice abandoned, once in the fourteenth century (about 1340), being
recolonized by J. Quirini in 1413 from Tenos and Mykonos,2 and again
during the usual depopulation period. It is described by a pilgrim of 1473
as nearly deserted on account of Turkish raids,3 and the remaining
population fled to Crete at the advent of Barbarossa.4 Its desolation is
implied by the Venetian report of 1563, while Crusius says it had a castle
and villages in 1577. From this and the patriarchal document of Samos
we may infer that it was colonized about 1570, which supports Ross's idea
of an Albanian population.5

CHALKE (S. Nicolo di Carchi), a small and unimportant island, is
described by Millo as sparsely inhabited (see also Telos).

KALYMNOS is represented as having a scanty population by
Belon6 and Millo : with that of Leros it numbered 2,000 families in 1577.7

KARPA THOS. Population is recorded in 14858; it was still scanty
in Millo's time. The island had suffered meanwhile from Barbarossa.

KASOS belonged, with Karpathos, to the Cornari 9 and fell with it to
Barbarossa in 1538 : it is presumably the 'one inhabited islet' mentioned
by Rivira.10 Millo mentions no population, and travellers of 1562,11 1579,12

1 Chaviaras in ACXTCOV, vi. (1901), 321 ff. The islands here mentioned as included in the
wakfare Kalymnos, Chalke, Leros, Nisyros, Syme, and Telos, with parts of Rhodes. According to
Helle von Samo (Das Vilayet der Inselri) eleven islands (Ikaria, Patmos, Kalymnos, Castellorizo,
Nisyros, Syme, Telos, Astypalaea, Karpathos, Kasqs, and Chalke) had their autonomy in virtue of

firmans dating from 1645, ratified at various dates down to i860, and only suppressed in 1872.
The non-Rhodian islands were probably included about 1570.

2 Miller, Latins in the Levant, 600.
3 L. Conrady, Vier Rheinische Pilgerfahrten, 172. Cf. Hopf, V.-B. Anal. 129.
* Miller, loc. cit. 624. Hopf, Gesch. Andros, 125.
5 Jnselreise, ii. 59.
6 Observations, II. xi. 7 Zygomalas, 190.
8 Lengerrand, Voyage (Mons, 1861), 102. 9 Hopf, V.-B. Anal. 116.

10 Viaze [1518-20], 154 : Hazense tres escollos, y el uno es poblado.
11 Feyerabend, Reyssbuch, 404. 12 Carlier, 167.
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and 1599,1 speak of it as desert. Randolph2 appears to ascribe to it a
firman of Suleiman 11, implying that it was inhabited before 1566, but this
is probably a mistake for the Rhodian group into which Kasos seems to
have been adopted.

KOS (Lango), though fertile, seems to have been in a far from
flourishing state.3 Being garrisoned it was the objective of repeated Turkish
attacks under the Knights, and, after their departure, of Christian raids in
1609,4 a n d 1612.5 There were violent earthquakes with great loss of life at
the end of the fifteenth century,6 and a good deal of plague (1,500
deaths in 1457).

LEROS appears to have been garrisoned during this period ~ and to
have had a small population8 (see Kalymnos).

NIS YROS had suffered in 1457 (see above p. 163) : it does not appear
to have remained deserted long, since we hear of a population in 1485 9 and
in Millo's time.

RHODES {benissimo habitata, M.). At the taking of the island by
Suleiman II. (1 Jan. 1523), 500 of the Greek inhabitants are said to
have evacuated the island with the Knights.10 Many more subsequently
fled to Italy and Crete, the migration being only restrained by the granting
of special privileges.11 The Greek population, however, numbered about
15,000 in 1577.12

SYME was a station of the invading fleet before it proceeded to
1 Dallam, 27
2 Archipelago, 30 : These islanders have obtained a great favour from the Port by means of a

Favourite of Solyman the Magnificent, who obtained a command that none of the tribute-masters
should molest them, they shewing a discharge for 1,000 dollars yearly to be paid at Constantinople

for all taxes.
3 Habilata da pouera giente (Millo) : Sandys gives probably too gloomy a picture ; but cf.

Belon, who says the population was Turkish except two villages.
4 By a Maltese and Neapolitan fleet (Vertot, iv. 128). Knolles (904) gives 1610, but the

expedition is probably the same.
5 By the Knights of S. Stephen, who burnt the castle and carried off 1,200 prisoners (Knolles,

908 ; cf. Stochove, 218, van Egmont, i. 263).
6 In 1491 (5,000 victims), Tarcagnota, Hist, del Mondo, iv. 318; 1493, Bosio, ii. 419 ; 1494

(halb versimcken inn daz Meer), Heinrich der Fromme in Z.D.P. V. 1900. 7. The allusions are
probably to a single earthquake. The earthquake or earthquakes seem to have affected the climate
(Breuning, 107, and Porcacchi; cf. the state of Melos after 1707, Choiseul-Gouffier, i. 10).

7 Belon, II. xi. 8 Habitata da pouera giente, Millo.
9 Lengerrand, 102. 10 Biliotti, 340. " Randolph, 16.

12 Zygomalas, 190.
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Rhodes.1 The inhabitants are said by local tradition to have surrendered
voluntarily and to have been rewarded by Suleiman with substantial
privileges.2 Stochove speaks of the island as well populated.3

TELOS. Both Telos and Chalke are said by Fontana to have been
taken before Rhodes,4 the former being laid desert.5 The population was
scanty still in Millo's time.

CASTELLORIZO. Little is known of the island during this period.6

Stochove represents it at the beginning of the seventeenth century as
a prosperous place trading with Italy in cotton and wood,7 the former
presumably Egyptian (the island having been at all times in touch with
Egypt) and the latter Caramanian.

PATMOS. Of this island Millo gives in (C) a most favourable
account: it is ' ben abitata da molta giente et tuti marinari . . . ano
infiniti uaseli quali nauichano per benificio del monasterio <qui nauichano>
et anno molti uaseli li partichulari ano tolto dal Capitan basa la isula di
Samo et la isula di Zea et altri loclii.'8

The circumstances of the island are fairly well known from other
sources, especially the monastic documents.9 Its religious associations and

1 17-24June; Mem. de PAcad. xxxvi. 734, quoting Bosio and Bourbon. Thevet (/nsulairc,
f. 147) was informed by Rhodian Greeks that the castle of Syrae was destroyed before the fall of
Rhodes.

2 Stochove, 220; van Egmont, 276 ; Turner, iii. 23 ; Gregoropoulos, ZV>|»], 24; Chaviaras,
loc. cit. Syme appears to have been in the hands of the local militia, the Knights being responsible
for the fortifications ; cf. two curious passages : (a) from W. Wey (Itinerary of 1462, p. 94) :
' Seinys ibi est dux et venit ad Rhodys cum suis nudis tibiis (? ?) et multos capit de Turcis et bene
custodit Mam insulam: quod si contingit ilium dtictm esse vecordem et nolentem ire. contra Turcos
ipsutn Occident et alium in loco eius eligent' ; and (b) Casola [Pilgrimage, I494, p. 208, the authority
being the Bailly of Lango): ' Each of the said islands used to be governed by one tt'ho was called
king, but aftiv days before the Rhodians had put an end to the name of king.'

3 p. 220.
4 De Bello Rhodio, ii.
6 De Oppug. Rhodi, 158. 'Omni habitantium numero ferro et flaminis absumpta.'
6 Of its former history we know that it was Rhodian as early as 1396, when there were 65

Greek families there (Anon, in VAustrasie (1838), 233; cf. d'Anglure, p. 89). It passed from
Rhodes to Naples in 1451 (Bosio, ii. 180), and was occupied by the Turks in the siege of 1480, the
inhabitants fleeing to Rhodes, Candia, and Naples (Voy. de la Saynct Cite', ed. Schefer, p. 112).
But it would hardly remain unpeopled.

7 p. 220; cf. Dapper, 165, and Des Hayes, 358.
8 f. 95 : the last statement seems to be an exaggeration ; Samos never belonged to the Capilan

Pasha, being a wakf oi Kilidj Ali's mosque (see below). But the monastery held extensive lands in
Samos since the death of Sarakines (1590), and in Zea the monastery of H. Panteleemon ; cf., how-
ever, Ada et Diplomaia, vi. 227 (1626), where this monastery is claimed by the Patriarch.

9 Acta et Diploviata Graeca, vi. App. 1.
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the ancient connection with the Knights of Rhodes * secured it continuous
friendly relations with western Europe, but probably on account of these
relations it became suspect to the Turks, who oppressed it fiscally.2

The monastery, which had probably lost extensive property on the
mainland, put money into shipping and traded direct with the West, the
ships flying the flag of Malta and being protected by the Grand Master in
pursuance of the policy of his Rhodian predecessors.3 The relations of the
monastery with Rome (especially with Gregory XIII.)4 facilitated the
commercial relations with Ancona noticed by Stochove5 and Des Hayes,6

and its connection with Venice (especially the government of Crete, where
the monastery had property 7) was still more important as affording the
islanders commercial facilities there8 and probably consideration on the
high seas. The monastery had also papers from the King of France and
the Duke of Tuscany, the latter evidently to protect it from the Knights of
S. Stephen.9 In spite, therefore, of the differences of religion, Patmos
occupied a privileged position, comparable to that of Delos in ancient
times.10

IKARIA is described by Millo and Lupazzolo as thinly inhabited,
Millo (C) adds that of three castles in the island only one was now
occupied. Lupazzolo gives a better account of the island than any
contemporary:—

/. 66 Non ha alcun Porto: uerso levante ha una torre altissima
adimandata fanu sopra la quale usano con fuoco far segno accioche alcun
Nauiglio non s'acosti. Haueua pritna bone habitationi e Castelli ma

,,.w. hora stantiano in qua in la per quelli rupi. Gli habitanti sono robnsti
assai tanto huomini come donne e uestono quasi di una medesima
maniera ; uiuono assai perche si uedono uecchij di molta etta. Fanno

' Cf. docc. viii, ix, xi (1507-14).
2 Cf. doc. vii. Patmos is said by Paruta (437) and Sagredo (355) to have been sacked by

Barbarossa. It was tributary to the Turks before the fall of Rhodes.
3 Doc. xxiv (1610). The monastery itself hoisted the flag of S. John when the Maltese

galleys appeared (Georgirenes, Samos, 81, Millo). Pirates annoyed it little (Thevet, Cosm. Univ.
230). * Docc. xv, xvi (1573, 1575).

5 Voyage, 214. 6 Voyage, 358.
7 Docc. xix (1594), xx (1596), xxx (1632).
8 Doc. xvii (1590); cf. Crusius, Ann. Suev. XII. iii. 805.
9 Georgirenes, Samos, 81.

10 The only other instance of an orthodox holy place being recognized by Catholics seems to be
that of Vatopedi on Athos, which had a charter from Alfonso V. in 1456 (Langlois, 42).
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uini bianchi come aqua e bonissimi che si digeriscono presto, il loro-
monti sono di bonissimo pascolo hauendo molte Capre. Fanno bonissimo
miele ancora si come taule et altre cose con li qitali uiuono, e pagano il
loro tributi alii deputati di Sdo e traficano con alcuni loro picioli legni.

The island seems to have shared the fate of Samos. In Buondelmonti's
time it was inhabited and ruled by the Giustiniani of Chios. When the
latter removed the Samians and Psarians (c. 1475) the Nicariotes were
left undisturbed, the reason given being that they suffered less from
pirates, as having no good port.1 It appears to have been a point of
honour with pirates not to annoy them since they had charge of the
lighthouse on the dangerous strait.2

In 1481 the islanders appealed to the Rhodian knights to remove
them 3 but were refused, the Rhodians having their hands sufficiently fulL
Bordone speaks of the island as uninhabited,4 but Belon mentions an
export of cheeses,6 and Thevet,8 Lithgow,7 and Sandys,8 and Stochove
concur in giving it a small population. The recolonization (if any) thus
took place in the second half of the century: the subordination of the
island to the Mufti,9 implying that it was a wakf, the well-known
repugnance of the islanders to intermarriage with outsiders,10 and their
pride of descent,11 point to an immigration from outside the islands.
Notices subsequent to the Cretan war shew an increasing population,12 but
Ikaria has never been a populous or prosperous island.

PSARA. The Psarians were deported by the Giustiniani to Chios
about 1475.13 Millo (B) says that the island was resettled ' after the war,' u

evidently of Cyprus, which terminated in 1573 : the MS. (B) gives the
1 M. Justinian, Hist, de Chio, xi. 166.
2 So Thevet, Insulaire, but cf. Belon; Obss. ii. 8.
3 Coronelli, Rhodi, 360 ; cf. Hopf, V.-B. Anal. 147 : van Ghistele in 1485 speaks of it as

qualick bewoont, p. 338.
4 Cf. Stella in Lonicerus, iii. 198 (1578): Sub Teturo hadenus ut pleraeque aliae incultae

fuerunt Samos et Nicaria. Nunc paucis Graecorum pagis incoli incipiunt.
6 loc. cit. 6 Insulaire.
7 Adventures, 88. 8 7'ravailes, 70.
9 W. Turner, Tour, iii. 406.

10 Stamatiades, 'IxapiaKa. There is a local tradition that the inhabitants migrated to Rumili,
but it seems to be based on the equation ('litapux = al Kapi/ai) only.

11 The ' porphyrogeniti' legend occurs first in Georgirenes: the village-names given by
Stamatiades are distinctly N. Greek.

12 E.g. Georgirenes, Tournefort.
13 J. Justinian, loc. cit.
u (A) says ' uninhabited since Trojan times ' ; the same phrase is used of Giura in (C).
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date as the spring of 1571. Thevet corroborates this account, saying that
Psara, after a long period of desolation, had now a village of 700-800
houses.1 Lupazzolo adds that the new immigrants were Albanians.2

SAMOS. The case of Samos is the most important instance of the
depopulation and abandonment of an island owing to piracy, as also the
best documented. The island lay directly on the coasters' route between
(Egypt and) South Asia Minor and Constantinople, and at all unsettled
periods in the Aegean, the Fourni, like the Spalmadori (Oenussae) and
Moskonisi groups, which are similarly situated with regard to the straits of
Chios and Mytilene respectively, became a recognized haunt of the pirates
who preyed on this traffic. Samos was naturally their repair for wood,
water, and other supplies, and their exactions became so intolerable after
the middle of the fifteenth century that the Samians, who had been
migrating for some time,3 consented to be removed en masse by the Genoese
and settled in Chios.4

Henceforward for about a hundred years5 the island lay deserted,
after which the Turks, finding that communications with Egypt were
hampered by the piracies of the strait,6 settled it with new drafts of colonists
from various parts of the Aegean. The story runs that the Capitan Pasha
Kilidj Ali, sailing in these waters, put in under stress of weather to Tigani,
noted the quality of the land and its complete abandonment, and decided
to colonize it, promising his pilot, Nikolaos Sarakines of Patmos, the lands
about the Heraion. A firman granting various privileges to the new
settlers was granted by the Sultan and the island successfully colonized.7

The date of this colonization, given by Stamatiades as 1562,* must
really have been later, as appears from general grounds and a consensus of

1 Insulaire, 162. Dufresne-Canaye (1572) mentions a population (ed. Schefer, 170), but this
is contradicted by Carlier in 1579 (Rev. Or. Lat. xii. (1909), 173).

2 Cf. B.S.A. xv. 227.
3 Stamatiades, Sa(iiaKa, citing Benzi, Ann. Florent. ii. 168.
4 The date is given as 1475 by J. Justinian (Hist, de Chio, xi. 166), 1481 by Hopf-Vlastos

(Giustiniani, p. 76 ; cf. Piacenza, p. 200): Cippico represents the desolation as fairly complete in
1472 (Mon. Hist. Hell. vii. 274), Stamatiades ('Eir«Tt|pls TTJS 2d(iou, 1875, p. 34, 1876, p. 25,
quoted by Legrand) gives 1463 or 1465, while Joos van Ghistele speaks of the island as inhabited in
1485 (Tvoyage, Ghent, 1572, p. 338).

6 Cf the accounts of Belon (Observations, II. ix.), and Crusius (Turcograecia, 556 [1555]).
8 Cf. M. Heberer, Aeg. Servitus.
7 Stamatiades, 2a|uaxd ([881), ii. ch. i.
8 Loc. cit. p. 5, based apparently on a misunderstanding of a passage in Charriere (Nig. de la

France, ii. 726), which speaks of ' galeres de la garde de Samos,' i.e. patrolling the strait.
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the earliest authorities. In the first place Kilidj Ali, to whom the colony
is attributed on very good grounds,1 did not become Capitan Pasha till
after Lepanto (iS7l)-2 In the second Jerome Justinian, a Chiote, dates
the settlement apres la perte de Chio (1566),3 a Patmian source of 1587
ante decetn annos,i while de Breves 5 and Stochove6 concur in assigning the
foundation to the reign not of Suleiman (as Stamatiades) but to Selim II.
(1566-74). This narrows the issue to the years 1571 and 1574. Kilidj Ali
returned to Constantinople after Lepanto in December, 1571, with all the
ships he could muster : his zeal was rewarded with the sword of honour to
which he owed his nickname.7 He probably put in at Samos in the course
of his voyage and began the colonization in the spring of 1572, the date
given independently by Millo for the colonization of Psara.8

Nothing leads us to suppose an earlier date; the 'Tower' of Sarakines
was built in 1577,° and a document of 1580 (referred to in another of 1585)10

is the earliest regulation of the ecclesiastical status of the island. By this
arrangement Samos came directly under the patriarchal authority, with
Psara, Ikaria, and Astypalaea, rather leading us to suppose that the
population of the latter had also been non-existent or negligible till about
the same date.

Millo does not enlighten us further as to the date of the colonization,
mentioning only the previous abandonment of the island and its settlement
by Patmians —it will be remembered that the pilot Sarakines was a
Patmian—apparently in his own day. From the MS. (A) we gather that
there was a previous attempt to police the narrow seas, if not colonize the
island. The incident being elsewhere unrecorded it is here given in full:—

(/.A,i7'so.) A questa holla 1558 fu mandatto il Capodi Mar Cara Mustafdn

per fargli sopra una fortteza acio che gli corsari per esservi moltti Boschi
1 The village now called Myli is spoken of in early documents as xaP^°" T0" K'^'TI 'AATJ,

and the island was till recently a wakf of his mosque at Top-Khane.
2 Hammer-Hellert, vi. 432; cf. Mich. Heberer (1586), Aegypliaca Servilus, p. 202.
3 Loc. cit. * Crusius, Ann. Suev. XII. iii. 805.
6 Rel. des Voyages (1605), 14. 6 Voyage, 213.
7 Hammer-Hellert, vi. 452.
8 This date is accepted by Legrand, Deux Vies de J. Basilikos, preface, xvii., though lie puts

the date of the abandonment of the island much earlier, taking the patriarchal document
(mentioned below) literally.

-' Ea|uaKa, ii. 9.
10 SuWoyos K' irAews, x. 49-51 ; cf. Hypselantes, To ^.era. TTJV "AXoxriv, s.a. 1594, p. 117.
11 Kara Mustafa was second in command to the Capitan Pasha Piale (Charriere, Nig. de la

France, ii. 512).
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ui non frabicassero (sic) uaselli di sorte alcgunax tutti li Schiavi
Christtiani che erano a ditta fabbricha amazorno esso cap0 e di due galere
die seco aueua costoro una seco menorno per saluarssi et lalttra abruciorno
acio che con quella non fusero segiiitti daj turclii ne sopra ditta isolla dopoi
mai piu fu fabrichatto forteza achuna.

From later writers we know that the island was in far from a flourishing
state at the turn of the century.2 In 1587 it threatened to be abandoned
again3 and the most favourable observer in the early years of the
seventeenth century can only say that it is 'pas reputee des pires.'4 In
1638, however, some progress had been made, Lupazzolo accounting the
island habitata di molto popolo."

CHIOS is described by Millo as well populated. The island had
paid a considerable tribute to the Turks since the beginning of the fifteenth
century,0 and had been apprehensive of Turkish attack for the last hundred
years of the Genoese colony. In 1479 a Turkish fleet ravaged the island
and carried off 1,000 of the inhabitants,7 but it was comparatively secure
against piratical raids owing to its walled villages. The conquest (1566)
was bloodless, and probably did not affect the population as a whole, only
the Latin minority of the capital. On the other hand, it put an end to the
commercial supremacy of the port as a staple of the overland trade from
Asia Minor. Europeans had hitherto preferred Chios to Smyrna, both as
being a Christian port and on account of its accessibility.8 The conquest
and subsequent troubles (especially the abortive Florentine attempt of
1599),° resulting in the expulsion or impoverishment of the Latin families,
had the effect of transferring foreign trade to Smyrna, whither even Chiote
merchants were attracted,10 and the consulates of the Elizabethan period

1 For building of ships by pirates on deserted islands, see Belon, Observations, II. ix.
2 De Beauvau, 78 (quasi deshabiUe) ; Sandys, Travailes, 69 ; Des Hayes, Voyage (1621), 350.
s Piacenza, Aegeo Kedivivo, 200: in this year the fleet visited the island twice and two

piratical attacks occurred in one week : the Samians in despair met together and proposed to
abandon the island, but after discussion decided to put up with the ills they had. P.'s axithority
may well be a lost Isolario of Millo.

1 Des Breves.
5 In spite of the Cretan war Georgirenes can enumerate eighteen villages in Samos in 1678.
6 Hopf-Vlastos, Giustiniani, p. 62. 7 Ibid. p. 77.
* Cf. Coriolano Cippico's account of the sacking in 1472 of Passagio (Tcheshme), whence

goods were ferried across to Chios for shipment.
9 For this date see B.S.A. xvi. 138.

10 Lupazzolo is a case in point.
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established themselves.1 The commercial supremacy of Smyrna, at one
time contested by Scalanuova,2 at another threatened by the silt of the
Hermos, is now secured by the railway system. Chios steadily declined :
at the end of the seventeenth century her trade is spoken of by a Smyrna
merchant as already inconsiderable,3 though till the coming of steam the
port must have retained some importance as a clearing-house between
Smyrna and Egypt and Syria.

MYTILENE. This rich island was taken by the Turks in 1462
and many of its inhabitants removed by force to repopulate Constanti-
nople.4 A certain number of Turks were settled there on feudal tenure.5

More Mytileneans are said to have been removed by the Venetians in
1499,6 and others to have colonized the village of MvTtXrjuol, in Samos at
the invitation of Kilidj Ali.7 The Greek population is assessed at 30,000
by Zygomalas.8

TENEDOS was abandoned by agreement after the destruction of
the fortress in 1383.9 It was re-fortified in 884 A.H. = 1478 A.D.,10 and in
1577 had a Greek population of 2,ooo.n

§ 4.—CONCLUSIONS.

The foregoing survey shews clearly enough that the islands as a whole
—indeed it is true of nearly every individual island—were better populated
and more prosperous after the final establishment of the Turks than for
many years previously, and that even those which had been desolated by
Barbarossa's campaigns had more than recovered their former population.
It is particularly significant that the smaller islands were beginning

1 There was an English consul at Chios at the very beginning of our Levant trade and it was
still commercially important in the first half of the seventeenth century (Roe, Negotiations, 512.
Cotton. MS. Otho, c. ix. ; cf. Arber's English Garner, i. 20-23) ; the first mention of the Smyrna
consulate seems to be 1611 (Epstein, Levant Co. 214) ; the French consulate is only a year earlier.

2 Scala Nuova was on this account forbidden to Christian shipping (Cary, Account of the Trade
of Smyrna, Add. MS. 5,489, f. 11).

A Cary, loc. cit.
4 Critobulus, iv. 12. 5 Hammer-Hellert, vi. 199-200.
6 Vianoli, Hist. Ven. (1680), 662. ' Georgirenes.
8 Itinerarium, ed. Legrand, 190; cf. Palerne's 300 villages in 1600.
9 Muralt, s.a. The inhabitants were removed to Crete and Negropont.

10 Hadji Khalfa, s.a. p. 18 ; cf. Piri Reis, A'ev. Or. Lat. xii. 176.
11 Zygomalas, /tin. 189; cf. Lithgow (1605), p. 108.
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to be occupied, if only by a floating population of shepherds,1 and that
several islands which had been completely deserted for a hundred
years became towards the end of the century fairly populous and
well-to-do.

This was due to several causes. Between 1566, when the last of the
islands (except Tenos) became formally Turkish, and the beginning of the
Cretan war, peace _with Venice was unbroken save for the campaign of
Lepanto and Cyprus (1570-3), and piracy, the greatest scourge of the
Archipelago, habitually flourishes unchecked under cover of war. Again,
the final union of the islands under one flag, while it lessened taxation by
limiting it to tribute, already paid in the Latin islands for many years,
restrained to some extent the casual exploits of free-lances on either side.
In particular the expulsion of the Rhodian knights—a political necessity
for the Turks after their conquest of Egypt—removed a constant cause of
bickering, and the knights themselves being busy with their defences in
Malta and excursions against their nearer Moslem neighbours, their flag
was comparatively seldom seen in Aegean waters.2 It is true that after
1560 the knights of S. Stephen to some extent replaced those of S. John,3

but on the whole piracy and slave-raiding were in the hands of the Barbary
corsairs * and the centre of gravity of the degenerate crusade had for both
sides shifted to the western Mediterranean ;6 the coasts of the eastern
basin as far as Egypt were now Turkish, and the proverbial efficiency of the
fleet under the great Capitan Pashas contributed something to the general
safety of these territorial waters. Petty piracy in small boats fitted out
locally flourished as usual,0 and the Mainiotes are first heard of in this
connection early in the seventeenth century.7

There are further to be noticed distinct traces of concerted official
effort to repopulate deserted and pirate-haunted islands. As has been

1 Lupazzolo represents Dromi, Limno-Pelagisi, Arachlia, and Giura as so inhabited.
2 They however ravaged Kos in 1604 (Vertot) and were at Phocaea in 1615 (dal Pozzo, i. 265).

Their other eastern exploits at this period were confined to the Morea.
3 They made attempts on Chios in 1599 and on Kos in 1609.
4 Thevet says that the piracy of his day was carried on chiefly by ' Turks' who preyed mainly

on Christian shipping exclusive of Venetian, which was protected by treaty (Cosmog. Univ. i. 227b).
The two slave raids known to us in thi? period (see above, Ios, Santorini) were made by Barbary
corsairs.

5 The increasing Dutch and English traffic through the stiaits was partly accountable ; cf
Roe's Negotiations, passim.

6 See particulars in Belon, II . x.
' First in Lupazzolo, f. 91 ; cf. also du Fresne Canaye, 174.
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already pointed out in connection with the Albanian immigrations,1 this
is characteristic of the second half of the sixteenth century, the fixed
colonization dates being 1571 (Psara), 1572 (Samos), and 1575 (Ios), all
of which were Albanian or partly Albanian settlements. To his account
of Psara in (A) Millo adds that in the same year all the other deserted
islets were settled in the same way,2 so that this may well have been the
date of the repopulation of Hydra and Spetsa, placed on independent
grounds about this date,3 of the Cyclades uninhabited in 1563, and of other
islands. Whence the Albanians were imported we can only conjecture:
they may have been prisoners taken by Uludj-Ali in his Adriatic
expedition before Lepanto4 or in the suppression of a nearly con-
temporary rebellion fomented by Venice in the Drin and Boiana
country.5

For the theory of state-inspired colonization comes unexpected con-
firmation from a Turkish source. Hadji Khalfa, under date A.H. 979 =
A.D. 1570, has the following note :—

Essendo insorte neW isole dell' A rcipelago molte seditioni fra quei
popoli, furono queste da Mehmet Passa che vi introdusse pressidij con
molta politica ed arte destrutte.6

In conjunction with the facts recorded above, it can hardly be doubted
that the garrisons introduced by the vizir Mehemet Sokolly were the new
state-aided settlers, the whole scheme being a counterstroke to the intrigues
of the European powers with the Christian subjects of the Porte during
the war of Cyprus,7 possibly suggested by the gallant defence of
Tenos for the Venetians by native levies in the course of this same
war.

The following table represents a summary of our enquiry as to de-
population and resettlement of the islands in the period preceding the
Cretan war :—

1 B.S.A. xv. 223.
2 Dalla vera de Fano 71, in qua non sollo questa ma lutti li altri scogli che 11011 erano habittatti ;

cf. Stella, quoted above (Ikaria). The spring of 1571 is probably IS72 by our reckoning.
3 The earliest recorded settlers came to Hydra in 1580 (Miaoules, 'lor. "Y8pos, 36).
4 Paruta, Guerra di Cipro, 114. Hammer-Hellert, vi. 418-9: the campaign included Sopoto,

Timara, Dulcigno, Antivari, Budua, but the Albanians of these parts were probably Catholic.
5 Paruta, loc. cit. 75.
6 Tr. Carli, p. 150.
7 See the documents of this period in Lamansky, Secrets de I'Etat de Venise, 077-coi.
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ISLAND.

Aistrati .
Anaphe .
Skiathos ̂
Skopelos/ '
Ios . . .
Mykonos .
Kimolos
Kythnos
Paros
Pholegandros
Santorini .
Zea .

\BANDONED.

1400
'537?
'538
1558
•537

—
'537

by 1420
I C 2 I ??

'537

RESETTLED.

.54O
by 1577
by 1590

'575
by 1577
by 1592
by 1585
by 1563
by 1603 ?
by 1563
by 1577

ISLAND.

Aegina . .
Hydra . .
Spetsa
Castellorizo .
Astypalaea .

Kasos .
Ikaria
Psara .
Samos
Tenedos .

{

ABANDONED.

1537
?
?

1480?
c. 1340

1538

after 1485
c 1475
c. 1480

1383

RESETTLED.

by 1579
c. 1580
c. 1580
c. xvii?

1413
by 1577

by 1578
1572
1572
1478

This large proportion of islands known to have been depopulated' in
a period of roughly two hundred years is significant for the whole history
of the islands, and particularly for ethnological and linguistic questions.
We know little, and shall probably never know more, of the dark ages
of Saracen invasion which preceded the fourth Crusade : but even after
the period we have attempted to summarize, there are three similar periods
of continued disturbance in the Aegean area, (1) the Cretan war of
1645-1669, (2) the Orloff revolution period (1770-1774); and (3) the Greek
War of Independence (1821-1830), all of which caused a like displacement
of populations. Yet it is too often assumed that the islands have never
changed their populations since ancient times,1 and that even their dialects
may rightly claim the same direct connection with those of antiquity.
In the face of the historical evidence it cannot be denied that, though
the islands may boast the purest Greek stock, even here admixture is not
unknown, and that very few islands—probably none but the largest—can
claim with justice that their population has undergone no radical changes
even in the last few hundred years.

F. W. HASLUCK.

1 Oeconomopuulos in Aepiaxd, pp. 55-65, giving a list of family-names in Leros (one of the
less disturbed islands), says that of these families one-third are now known to be of ' foreign ' origin,
i.e. at a generous estimate immigrants of less than a hundred years' standing.
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APPENDIX.

T H E EARLIER ERUPTIONS OF SANTORIN, 1457-1637.

The evidence of the Isolarii as to the earthquakes of Santorin during
the two centuries under discussion is of value as independent and obtained
locally. Down to the eruption of 1650 no systematic observations were
attempted, and for the earlier outbreaks we are dependent on casual
references and vague local tradition. The chronology has been com-
plicated by mistakes perpetuated blindly by copyists, The crowning
instance is the supposed eruption of 1427, accepted by Philippson from
Perrey's list,1 which proves on examination to depend on a misread date
really referring to that of 1457. The latter event, though it does not fall
within the experience of either of our authors, has been disputed by the best
and most modern authorities,2 so that it may be considered worth while to
set down the available sources, most of which have been hitherto overlooked.

All the earlier printed authorities lead back to a single source, an
inscription in doggerel Latin hexameters engraved on a marble block
formerly at or near the Jesuits' church at Skaros. Of this stone no trace
can now be found,3 and Pere Richard alone of our authorities appears
certainly to have seen it. We may suppose that it was written in Gothic
characters with contractions, or otherwise difficult to read, since the minor
variations in the text, many of them justifiable corrections, are numerous.
Richard's text runs:—

Magiianime Francisce, Herouin certissinia proles,
Crispe vides oculis clades quote inira dedere
Mille quadringentis Christi labentibus minis
Quinquies undents istis iungendo duobus

5 Septimo calendas decembris murmure vasto
Vastus Theresinus immanis saxa Ccimenae
Cum gemit auulsit, scopulosque e fluctibus imis

8 Apparet, magnogignet memorabile monstntm*
1 Mim. sur les Tremblements de Terre, in Acad. Imp. de Bruxelles, Ouvrages Couronnii,

xxiii. (1850). The author copies much (without verifying) from von Hoff's Chronik der Erdbeben
( Verdnderungen der Erdoberjiache, iv.), 1840.

2 Fouque, Santorin, 11 ; Mitsopoulos in Deffner's Archiv, n o ; Philippson, Thera, i. 66.
3 The castle of Skaros, now a mass of shapeless ruins, has been abandoned in living memory,

and the inscription may still lie hid amongst the debris.
4 Relation de Santerini, p. 20 : There is a second version (R,2) sent by Richard to Kircher and
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Francesco Crispo, Baron of Santorin from 1452, later (1463) became
Francesco II. of Naxos.1 We may suppose that the inscription dates from
a rebuilding of the castle of Skaros in his reign. The date, though obscure,
is proved by external evidence to be rightly taken as

1400+ (S X n ) + 2 = 1457

not, as Richard himself (but not Kircher) took it,

1400+ 5 +(2 x 11) = 1427,

though the latter date, being followed by Coronelli and Tournefort, has
gained currency.2

The Skaros inscription is now supplemented by the following
evidence :—

(a) The legend of the Paris MS. of Buondelmonti:—

Hie ab annis viij circa nata est insula in longitudine tinins galee
uidelicet in 1458.3

(b) A note in the Commentaries of Pius II.:—•

Turn quoque et in Egeo Pelago insula etnersit, niinquam antea
visa; parva circuitu, verum super aquas XL cubitis: arsitque diebus
aliquot donee flamtnae defuit bitumen?

The date is given by the mention of the South Italian earthquake of
1456 immediately above.5

published in Mundus Subterraneus, iv. § I, 182. Ross, Inseln, i., gives two more, at p. 95 from
an MS. copy in the island (Ro.) and at p. 201 from Velenda's Journal (170J). The latter, with
Coronelli, /solaria, 243, and Kaspe, de Novis Insults, 40, borrows from Richard : Pegues, Santorin,
p. 137 (P.), corrects R.'s text, but does not seem to have seen the stone. The chief variations are :
1. 2, nobis for clades. P: 1. 4, undenos. P: 1. 6, Therae sinus. Ro., immania. P: 1. 7, Cum gemitu.
P. scopulus. R2: 1. 8, magnum. R2 P. gignit'. R2.

1 Hopf, Chron. Gr-R. 481. V-B. Analekien, 40.
2 Delenda, quoted by Motraye, i. 412, gives an alternative date 1452, implying perhaps an

independent reading of the stone.
3 The map is reproduced in Thera, i. 6. The note also occurs in the B. M. MSS. Arundel, 93

(written about 1485) and Shane, 3843 (a late copy of the Paris MS.), but not in the /solaria of
Martelli (Add. 15,760) nor in the (Buondelmonti?) Add. 22,925, both of which maps comment on
the depth of water in the bay, deriving from the text of Buondelmonti.

4 (Frankfort, 1614) p. 29.
5 Von Hoff, p. 239 ; cf. the chronological note 1457 in a Patmian MS. quoted by Sakkelion,

rioT. Bif3X. 44 ; Lambros, Nfos 'EXXi|vo|».W)|Mi>v, vii. 162 (135). The alleged earthquake in Hydra
in this year cited by Perrey s.a. is a miscopied reference to Hiera.

N
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(c) A contemporary account of occurrences in 1463 by Francesco
Suriano:—•

L'anno sequente [1463], ne lo archipelago venue si terribile ierremoto
die Visola di Scio e di Saiitorin con tutte le adiacente treniavano in tanto
che non potevano stare in pie di; credendo firmamente, si come dissero li
habitant i in esse, fosse la fine del mundo. E la matina videro nata nna
insola appresso loro, longa cinque milia e posenlo no we Chaimeui.1

(d) A note in an MS. map of the bay of Them executed about 1/0/
by one Delahaye :—

I Anne 1461 parut le Rocker nomine Proruneone- proche de la ville
de Scario?

The variant date seems to certify an independent origin for this note.
The islet is shewn immediately opposite the headland of Skaros which
gives point to the vides oculis of the inscription.

The variation in the dates given by {a), (b), (V), and (d) may imply a
long disturbed period. Ross records a tradition that the fifteenth-
century outbreak extended over three years,4 but considering the small
authority of (d) and the similarity of the account (d) with (e) and others
undoubtedly referring to the earthquake of 1457, it is safer to refer all
accounts to this date: there is, moreover, no record of seismic disturbances
elsewhere in the Aegean in 1463.

{e) An undated eyewitness's account handed down by the pilgrim
Pietro Casola (1494) 5 :—

. . . the captain would gladly have approached an island called
Santurin. And there was a great dispute in consequence betzveen the
captain and the comito and the pilot, who said to the captain that it was
not a suitable place to stop at—that is, to cast the anchor. The captain
maintained that on other occasions he had anchored there ; and he related

1 /J'rattato di Terra Santa (ed. Golubovich, 1900), p. 219. Other earthquakes in the eastern
Mediterranean are also cited as having occurred in the author's experience, viz. in 1462 at Lepanto,
in I4S0 in Cyprus, and in 1482 in Rhodes. The latter is of course the famous one described by
Gaoursin and others.

- The word is apparently miscopied (from Koivoupio>'=(Scoglio) nuovo?), but perfectly clearly
written.

3 B.M. Add. MSS. 5,234, f. 95, fait par Delahaye live in Graf Ion St. at the Woollpack.
* Inseln, i. 91.
5 Ed. M. E. Newett, p. 311. The passage was known from the Italian edition to Hopf

(V-B. Analekten, 39).
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that one time when he was in the canal of Santurin with several galleys,
a storm arose in the West which continued for the space of tliree days,
and was not only violent but very terrible—great thunder, great flashes
of lightning, and noises as if there had been battle chargers tliere ; and
all on board the galleys zvere so terrified that they did not know what
world they zvere in. On the morning of the third day an island as black
as coal made its appearance; and the aforesaid captain said that they
made every effort to approach it, but could never discover the bottom, and
that lie had never been able to anchor there since.

The earthquake of 1457 being thus substantiated, it is of interest to
observe that the great change in the maps of Thera after Buondelmonti
(1420) dates not, as has been said, from Bordone, the compiler and geographer
(1528), but from the seaman Bartolommeo (1485) quite soon after the
appearance of the new island. One of the notable differences between
Buondelmonti's map and Bartolommeo's is the insertion in the latter of a
considerable island in the middle of the bay, surely not the Caimeni marked
by Buondelmonti at the south end of the bay, but the new island of 1457.*

For the eruption of 1508 (May 29), the authorities are Martin Baum-
garten and his fellow-pilgrim George of Gaming, both of whom heard of
it from a passing ship on their way home and use identical words in
reporting it, to the effect that great damage was done to Candia and other
cities of Crete and 'another island called Santorin was split through the
midst and ma.de into two islands.'2

The earthquake is also recorded in the Genoese Chronicle of Barto-
lommeo Senarega under the same date. His last words, referring to
localities other than Crete affected, are :—Hums cladis non expertes fuerunt
aliquot Insulae in Aegaeo & praecipue Paron, Nexos, & ea quam Centuri-
nam3 vocant. In Chio item (whence doubtless the news came to Genoa)
terrae motus sentitur*

1 The existence of a Caimeni before 1457 seems clear from the words of the inscription, if the
text we have (auolsit not e.g. euomuit) is correct.

2 Per medium scissa est et in duas effecta insulas (Baumgarten, III . xxxvi., G. Gemnicensis in
Pezii, Anecdotorum Thesaurus, II2 624). The easiest explanation is perhaps that the news was
reported in some such form as Struys heard it (see below) with particulars of the former disasters of
the island. The severance of Thera and Therasia is of course prehistoric.

3 For the curious and rare version of the name cf. the Hohenzollern pilgrimage (ed. Geisheim,
p. 213).

4 Muratori, Script. Rer. Ital. xxiv. 595. The Cretan disaster is also noted by Tarcagnota,
Hist, del Mondo, xxii. 554; in the itineraries of the pilgrims von Hirschfeld (1517, Mitt. Ges. f.

N 2
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The curt and vague reference by J. Struysx to an earthquake, probably
identical with the above, which destroyed half the isJand in 1507 adds
nothing to our knowledge of this outbreak, nor does cartography help us.
There is a hint of renewed volcanic activity in Possot's pilgrimage (1532),
but the reference is more probably to Nisyros.2

All that is hitherto known of the earthquake of 1573 is oral tradition
collected from the oldest inhabitants at least seventy years after.3 To these
may be added the personal observations of Millo, which attest a disturbed
period of five years4 :—

// sorzitor di detto portto e tra I'isolla di Sant' Erini et Scoglio
caymeni qualpossi dir sij natto moderno, ma non sol questo ma dal 70 in
qua sin 75 ardeva il mar lontano da detto scoglio miglia 3 chee nasciutto
fora del mar un scoglio grando (sic) come una nave di piettra pomega et
g° 6 uistto certo.5

The Isolario of Lupazzolo gives the following :—

Santorini e situatajin forma di mezza luna con doi Isolette che la
diuidono I'una nominata firessia e I'altra Caimeni nel mezo delle quali
cioe tra Santorini et firasia il mare non ha fondo, et un scoglietto poco
discosto da detta firasid dicono gli habittanti e le piu vecchij huomini che
quaranta Annipassati uidero uscire dal detto scoglio una gran fiamma
di fuoco quale fn tanto horrenda che temissero d'essere abbissati et detto
scoglio non ha piu d. 60 Anni Jncirca che e insorto fuor del mare nel

Vaterl. Sprache, Leipzig, 1856, p. 53), J. Le Saige (1518, Voy. a Jirusalem, 1851, p. 80), L.
Tschudi (1519, Reyss., 1606, p. 76), and Wolfli (1520 MS., cf. Rohricht, BM. Geogr. Pal., p. 176,
No. 621); also in Lambros' chronological notes (Nfos 'EXVnvo|iiv^|i«v, vit. p. 169), Nos. 166, 168,
169, and in Gornaro, MS. cit. f. 70 v.

1 Voyages [1657], Amsterdam, 1676, p. 114: from whom Dapper, cited by von Hoff, from
whom Perrey (!). Struys'words are in the original text: Santorin 1507 heeft eene sware Aerdt-
beving de helft van de groote \ die het doen had \ afgescheurt \ en omgekeert.

2 Voyage, ed. Schefer, p. 190: Nouse vismes alcunes montagnes fumans de jour el de nuict,
brulans incessament el les disoit on eslregouffres d'enfer. Santorin is named (p. 191) as one of the
islands passed, but cf. Buondelmonti on Nisyros. A nearly contemporary earthquake in Crete
(1539) is mentioned in Nfos 'EX\i]vo(i.vf)(«»v, vii. 182 (174).

3 Richard, p. 19, whence Tarillon (Aime-Martin, Lett. Edif. i. 46) and Pegues.
4 J. Schmidt, Vulkanstudien, p. 125, note, predicates three years for the formation of Mikra

Kaimeni.
5 BM. Julius E. II. f. 40 r. The map in Add. 10,365, f. 85, like that of the Smyrna Atlas,

places noua off the S.W. point of Santorin, and remarks on the anchorage : da la parte da ponente
e ilporto ma p. uaselipicholi si dafondi tra la isola di Santorini et il scholgio di Caimeni. There
is now no anchorage in the bay.
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mezzo ha un uacuo coniepozzo nel quale gettando un gran sasso dentro non
si senti il colpo}
This seems to refer to two periods, c. 15982 and c. 1578, but, as the

whole passage depends on hearsay evidence collected perhaps during
different voyages, it is safer to refer both to the disturbed period 1570-
1575.* The map, shewing a new island in a different position from
Millo's, i.e. north of Caimeni, is reproduced4 above (p. 153, Fig. 2).

For a fourth eruption before the Cretan war, about 1637, Thevenot
remains our only authority.5 Though Lupazzolo's Isolario does not
mention it, the obvious connection between this account of the island and
Thevenot's and the date given, are probably adequate ground for supposing
the Relatione to have been his source. In any case, the earthquake was of
no great importance.

As to the dating of the various existent or formerly existent islets it
is useless for one who is not a geologist to add to the hypotheses already
current. The maps are destitute of anything approaching accuracy till
after the outbreak of 1650, and the islets which appeared in 1457 and
1570-5 have either sunk again or been amalgamated since.

F. W. H.
1 f. 82 r.
2 An earthquake in Crete in 1595 is noted in N«'os 'EXXt]vo|iVTJ|i.u>v, vii. 182 (232).
3 As at other times, the eruption at Santorin was accompanied by others in the Aegean area

(Constantinople, 1571, von Hoff) and Italy (Perrey, xxii.).
4 The improvement on Bordone in the matter of legend is marked.
5 Voyage, ch. 68, copied by Tournefort. An earthquake in 1636 is cited by Lambros (loc. cit.

No. 258) from a Mytilenaean MS. The nearly contemporary earthquake at Smyrna catalogued by
Perrey is a ' double' of that of 1739.


